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Abstract The potential energy surfaces of stacked
structures consisting of adenine (A) and 2-aminopurine
(2AP) have been investigated in the gas phase. Both faceto-back (the double-ring system of one base exactly on top
of that of the other one) and face-to-face (one base flipped
by 180°) A/A, 2AP/2AP and A/2AP stacks were considered. Minima and transition states were optimised at the
counterpoise-corrected M06-2X/6-31?G(d) level of theory. For each type of stack, between five and nine minima
were located, usually connected by low barriers of
1–2 kcal/mol. This shows the large conformational flexibility of these stacked base pairs. The double-ring system
in A and 2AP affords multiple minima with similar twist
angles, making the potential energy surface of stacks
comprising of purine bases more complex than those of
pyrimidine stacks. The locations of the stationary points on
the potential energy surface differ for the three different
systems; thus, the replacement of A by 2AP in a base stack
changes its potential energy landscape.
Keywords Stacking  2-Aminopurine  Adenine  Density
functional theory  DNA bases
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Introduction
The stability of the DNA and RNA double helix arises
from a fine balance of hydrogen (H-) bonding interactions
between complementary bases on opposite strands (termed
Watson–Crick base pairing), H-bonding interactions between the bases and surrounding water molecules, as well as
p-stacking interactions between adjacent bases on one
strand. Even though these interactions tend to be weaker
than H-bonds in terms of potential energy, it is now well
recognised that p-stacking is more important than base
pairing as a thermodynamic driving force for the stabilisation of DNA [1–3]. A comprehensive understanding of
base stacking is therefore paramount for understanding
DNA stability. In earlier work, we studied the potential
energy surfaces of stacked uracil dimer (U/U), stacked
thymine dimer (T/T) and stacked 5-bromouracil–uracil
dimer (5BrU/U) [4, 5]. Potential energy scans were created
by rotating one of the bases in the stack while keeping the
lower molecule fixed. Minima and transition states thus
identified were subsequently fully optimised with M06-2X/
6-31?G(d). Several minima with varying twist angles were
identified for each system, often separated by low barriers.
These results provide further structural basis for our
understanding of the torsional flexibility of DNA structures
[6–8]. Comparison of the M06-2X/6-31?G(d) interaction
energies of optimised minimum-energy structures of U/U
stacks with estimated CCSD(T)/CBS (complete basis set)
results revealed the excellent performance of this functional/basis set combination for stacking energies. In the
current work, the same methodology is applied to stacks of
the purine base adenine (A) and its analogue 2-aminopurine (2AP). Our interest in 2AP comes from the fact that it
is readily incorporated into DNA in place of adenine and
does not significantly alter DNA structure. Unlike adenine,
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2AP is fluorescent and this property has been used for
many years to experimentally investigate local nucleic acid
structure [9–14]. As a first step, we are interested in
investigating whether 2AP behaves differently from A in
base stacking. In addition, we will investigate whether
stacks consisting of purines have more flexibility (more
local minima) compared with stacks consisting of pyrimidines, as the double-ring system in purines may offer more
possibilities of favourable p–p interactions.
Above, we mentioned the excellent performance of the
M06-2X/6-31?G(d) level of theory for DNA base stacking. An additional justification of using M06-2X (rather
than higher-level ab initio methods) in this work is the
ability of DFT-based methods to study larger DNA structures. DFT calculations on large DNA fragments have
started to appear in the literature. For example, Šponer
et al. [15] used dispersion-corrected DFT (DFT-D3) to
study two-quartet G-DNA stems, whereas Shishkin,
Leszczynski et al. used the M06-2X functional to study
double-stranded mini-helices [16]. For these systems,
modern DFT methods offer much better description than
semi-empirical or molecular mechanics methods.
The first electronic structure study on A/A was reported
in 1996 [17]. Since then, many studies incorporating calculations on A/A have appeared in the literature [7, 17–29].
Most of these use geometries based on either crystal
structure data [7, 19, 20, 25, 28] or structures consisting of
rigid bases [17, 18, 21, 23, 24, 26, 29]. Waller et al. [22]
fully optimised an A/A stack with the BH&H functional,
but its structure is not reported. Wang [27] fully optimised
five A/A stacks at the MPWB1K/cc-pVDZ level of theory.
Most studies on A/A stacks used some variant of MP2 or
DFT to calculate the stacking energies. A few studies
provide reference CCSD(T) data. Extrapolated complete
basis set (CBS) interaction energies at the CCSD(T) level
were reported for base stacking in B-DNA base pair steps
[21] and for 131 structures of A/A [29]. These studies show
that, at the CBS limit, MP2 overestimates the interaction.
The latter study also investigated the performance of the
M06-2X functional for stacked A/A structures and found
that it performed well.
DNA bases have two distinguishable faces, and isolated
base stacks can therefore associate in different ways. Rose
et al. [30] suggested an a/b-face nomenclature based on the
clockwise or anticlockwise direction of ascending atom
numbering in the ring with the lowest-numbered unshared
ring atom. If progression from the lowest-numbered to the
next higher-numbered atom (by the shortest route) is in the
clockwise direction, then the face is a; if the progression is
anticlockwise, it is b. The bases on the same strand of a
double helix with antiparallel strands usually face in the
same direction. When looking down a strand from the 50
towards the 30 -end, the purines will show their b-faces and
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the pyrimidines their a-faces [30]. Thus, adjacent purines
stack with the a-side of the 50 -base against the b-side of the
base at the 30 -end [31]. This is also referred to as face-toback stacking [32]. Face-to-face stacking occurs in crossstrand stacking interactions. In this work, both face-to-back
and face-to-face arrangements are considered.

Methodology
The structures of the A and 2AP bases were optimised
using the M06-2X [33] density functional and the
6-31?G(d) basis set. The 9H-tautomer (see Scheme 1) was
used for both A and 2AP, which is the most stable form for
both bases [34–36]. Stacked A/A, A/2AP and 2AP/2AP
structures were built by placing the two molecules in a
parallel arrangement. Both face-to-face and face-to-back
structures were considered for each base pair combination.
In the face-to-back structures, the ring systems of the two
molecules are placed exactly on top of each other (see
Scheme 1). In the face-to-face structures, the upper molecule is flipped by 180° (rotation of 180° around the C8-X
axis). Dummy atoms (X in Scheme 1) were placed in the
midpoint of the C–C bond linking the five- and six-membered rings. The inter-base distance (as measured by the
distance between the two dummy atoms) was set at 3.4 Å
(the approximate distance between consecutive bases in
B-DNA [37]). In the nomenclature of Rose et al. [30], faceto-back stacking is referred to as b-a stacking, whereas
face-to-face is referred to as b-b.
Rigid potential energy scans were created by rotating the
upper molecule in the counterclockwise direction, while
keeping the lower molecule fixed, by varying the C4(upper)-X(upper)-X(lower)-C4(lower) (for the face-to-back
structures) or C4(upper)-X(upper)-X(lower)-C5(lower) torsion angle (for the face-to-face structures) in steps of 1°.
Note that with this definition of the torsion angle (stwist),
for both face-to-back and face-to-face structures shown in
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Scheme 1 Atom labelling and definition of the face-to-face and faceto-back structures. The stacks shown are the mixed A/2AP stacks
(lower base: A). The face-to-back and face-to-face homo-base stacks
are defined similarly (same arrangement of double-ring system)
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Scheme 1, stwist = 0°. Interaction energies, corrected for
BSSE using the counterpoise (CP) [38] scheme, were calculated (see below) at each point of the scan.
Unlike in H-bonded DNA base pairs, where the amino
groups are planar to optimise hydrogen bonding, in isolated
gas-phase bases the amino groups show asymmetric pyramidalisation [39]. The potential energy scans therefore
depend on whether the amino group hydrogens are in the
‘‘up’’ or ‘‘down’’ position. For A/A and 2AP/2AP, there are
three different possibilities: down-up (du—where the first
letter refers to the ‘‘lower’’ base and the second one to the
‘‘upper’’ base; see Scheme 1), ud, dd and uu. The ud and du
face-to-back profiles of A/A and 2AP/2AP are symmetric
around 180°; a stack with stwist = s° is symmetry-equivalent to a stack with stwist = 360 - s°. For these systems,
dd and uu configurations with the same twist angle are
mirror images of each other. For the face-to-face A/A and
2AP/2AP stacks, uu and dd configurations with the same
twist angle are identical (they can be rotated into each
other). For both face-to-back and face-to-face A/2AP, the
four possibilities for the amino hydrogen positions (dd, du,
ud and uu) yield distinct structures.
Full geometry optimisations were performed starting
from the minima in the potential energy scans using M062X/6-31?G(d). Transition state optimisations were performed using the QSTN [40, 41] (N = 2 or 3) algorithm.
The geometry optimisations were carried out on the
counterpoise (CP)-corrected potential energy surfaces. CPcorrected interaction energies were calculated according to
Eq. (1):
fB1=B2g



fB1=B2g
ðB1=B2Þ
EB2

þ

def
EB1

ðB1=B2Þ

þ

def
EB2

ð1Þ

where the monomer deformation energies follow from:
fB1g

fB1g

def
EB1
¼ EB1 ðB1=B2Þ  EB1 ðB1Þ

Results
Face-to-back structures
The potential energy scans of the face-to-back A/A, A/2AP
and 2AP/2AP stacks are shown in Fig. 1. All profiles
exhibit a high maximum at stwist = 0°. This is as expected,

ð2Þ

(with a similar expression for Edef
B2 ). In Eqs. (1) and (2), B1
and B2 are the two bases in the stack; the superscripts in
curly brackets indicate the basis set employed in the calculation (dimer basis set {B1/B2} or monomer basis set
{B1} or {B2}); the subscripts indicate the molecular system; and the geometry (optimised stack geometry B1/B2 or
monomer geometries B1 or B2) is indicated in round
brackets. The CP-corrected interaction energies in the rigid
scans were calculated in the same way. Note, however, that
in the scans the monomer deformation energies are zero
(and can thus be ignored), because we used M06-2X/631?G(d)-optimised monomer structures in the scans.
Harmonic vibrational frequencies were calculated for the
fully optimised structures at the same level of theory to
verify the nature of the stationary points (minima or firstorder saddle points) and to compute zero-point energy

ΔECP [kcal/mol]

fB1=B2g

CP
DEB1=B2
¼ EB1=B2 ðB1=B2Þ  EB1

corrected interaction energies (denoted as DECP
0 ). All calculations were done with Gaussian 09 [42] and employed
the ‘‘ultrafine’’ integration grid.
Several geometric parameters were calculated to characterise the stacked structures, including the rise (vertical
distance between the two bases), slide (horizontal displacement) and tilt (angle between the planes of the
bases)—see Scheme 1. These are based on the base pair
step parameters introduced by Dickerson [43]. Note that for
stacks of single bases (as opposed to stacks of base pairs)
there is no distinction between slide and shift or between
roll and twist. The rise is calculated as the scalar product of
the vector connecting the midpoints of the central C–C
bonds (m1m?
2 ) and the plane vector of one of the bases
(where a plane is defined by the C2, C4 and C5 atoms). As
the two bases are not completely parallel, this scalar product depends on which base’s plane vector is used. The rise
was therefore computed as the average of the two values
obtained when using the first or the second base’s plane
vector. The slide is calculated as the component of the
vector connecting the two midpoints that is in the plane of
one base. Like for the rise, the slide is calculated as the
average of the two values obtained when using the first or
the second base’s plane vector. The tilt is the angle
between the plane vectors of the two bases.

A/2AP
2AP/2AP

A/A

τtwist [deg.]
Fig. 1 Interaction energies as a function of stwist for the face-to-back
A/A, A/2AP and 2AP/2AP stacks. The amino groups are in the dd
configuration
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Table 1 Interaction energies
(in kcal/mol) and structural
parameters (distances in Å;
angles in degrees) of the faceto-back minima and transition
states
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c. The stacked A/2AP dimer
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The values in the rows with the starred stwist values are obtained from their mirror image

b

Amino group orientation. d down; u up; p planar
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Number of imaginary frequencies
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a

min (3° dd)/-6.04

min (58° ud)/-7.84

min (62° ud)/-7.58

min (136° dd)/-8.91

ts (19° dd)/-5.95

ts (59° ud)/-7.01

ts (83° dd)/-7.00

ts (180° du)/-7.75

b

Fig. 2 Face-to-back A/A minima (a) and transition states (b) optimised at the M06-2X/6-31?G(d) level of theory. Twist angles and amino
group orientations are given in round brackets. Relative energies (DECP
0 ) are given in kcal/mol

because at 0° the ring atoms of the upper base are exactly
on top of the corresponding atoms of the lower base. The
A/A and 2AP/2AP profiles are not exactly symmetric due
to the pyramidality of the amino groups, which in the scan
are oriented in the same direction (dd). We investigated the
effect of the amino group orientation on the potential
energy profiles (Fig. S1 in electronic supplementary
material). Perfectly symmetric face-to-back A/A and 2AP/
2AP profiles are obtained when the amino hydrogens are in
ud or du orientation. For these, every structure with twist
angle s° has a mirror image at 360° - s°. A dd A/A or
2AP/2AP structure with twist angle s° has a mirror image
that is a uu stack with stwist = 360° - s°. The 2AP/2AP dd
profile deviates much more from symmetry than the corresponding A/A profile, because in the optimised 2AP
monomer the amino protons are further out of the plane of
the ring system as compared to A. The face-to-back A/2AP
profiles do not exhibit any symmetry. The four A/2AP
profiles clearly fall into two groups: du and uu in one group
and dd and ud in the other group. Apparently, the orientation
of the upper base, 2AP, is more important for determining the
shape of the profile. Again, this is presumably due to the
greater non-planarity of the amino group in 2AP compared
with A. The twist angle dependence of the A/A energy has
been investigated before. Šponer et al. [17] created scans of
the twist angle using MP2/6-31G*(0.25). Elstner et al. [18]
used SCC-DFTB augmented with a dispersion term as well as
MP2/6-31G*(0.25). Ducéré and Cavallo [23] used DFT with
the PBE functional augmented with a dispersion term as well
as MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ. Morgado et al. [29] calculated scans
using a range of methods, including MP2/CBS corrected for
higher-order electron correlation using the CCSD(T) method.
Most of these (except the SCC-DFTB profiles) show a

maximum at about 140°–150° instead of the maximum at
180° in our scans. However, our fully optimised structures
show that the A/A stack with twist angle 180° is a transition
state (see below and Table 1a), in accordance with our
profiles.
Geometry optimisations were started from the minima in
the profiles. In some cases (notably transition states where
the imaginary frequency mode did not resemble a simple
twist angle rotation), geometry optimisations were initiated
from structures generated from the transition state moved
slightly along both directions of the reaction path (by
adding or subtracting the Cartesian coordinates of the
displacements of the nuclei associated with the imaginary
frequency mode). Below we refer to this as the ‘‘following
the imaginary frequency’’ method. The optimised minima
and transition states are displayed in Figs. 2, 3 and 4.
Cartesian coordinates of all face-to-back minima and
transition states are also provided as electronic supplementary material (Table S1). Geometric and energetic
characteristics are listed in Table 1.
The A/A global minimum occurs at a twist angle of 136°
(Table 1a). Note that there is a mirror image of the 136°minimum at 224°. The transition state linking these symmetry-related minima (at stwist = 180°) is Ci-symmetric
with perfectly parallel bases (tilt = 0°). There are further
minima at twist angles of 3°, 58° and 62°. The 19°-transition state presumably links the minima at 3° and 58°,
whereas the 83°-transition state presumably links the
minima at 62° and 136° (and similarly for their symmetryrelated equivalents). The 19°-transition state exhibits a
large slide (1.65 Å), to avoid atoms in the upper base to be
stacked directly on top of the corresponding atoms in the
lower base. The rise is also larger than in the other A/A
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Fig. 3 Face-to-back 2AP/2AP
minima (a) and transition states
(b) optimised at the M06-2X/631?G(d) level of theory. Twist
angles and amino group
orientations are given in round
brackets. Relative energies
(DECP
0 ) are given in kcal/mol
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Fig. 4 Face-to-back A/2AP
minima (a) and transition states
(b) optimised at the M06-2X/631?G(d) level of theory. Twist
angles and amino group
orientations are given in round
brackets. Relative energies
(DECP
0 ) are given in kcal/mol
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structures, reflecting the less favourable interaction energy
in this transition state. The transition state at 59° was
obtained with the minima at 58° and 62° as reactant and
product structures in the QST2 input. It has a similarly
large slide as the 58°-minimum, but a larger tilt. As noted
above, the amino groups can have different relative orientations (u or d). For the 62°-minimum, all different
amino group positions converged to the ud isomer listed in
Table 1a. We have not systematically examined different
amino group orientations for the other A/A minima and
transition states. For 2AP/2AP several pairs of minima
were located that mainly differ in the amino group orientations (vide infra). However, it is expected that the amino
groups can readily interconvert between different orientations. Wang located three face-to-back A/A structures by
varying the relative orientations of the five- and sixmembered rings [27]. The structures were fully optimised
at the MPW1K/cc-pVDZ level of density functional theory.
Wang does not report geometrical details, but inspection of
the structures displayed in Fig. 1 of Ref. [27] indicates that
the ‘‘displaced parallel,’’ ‘‘displaced antiparallel’’ and
‘‘rotated’’ stacks are similar to those with twist angles 3°,
136° and 58°/62° located in the current work, respectively.
Wang calculates single-point MP2/6-311??G(d,p) interaction energies of -7.7, -10.7 and -9.1 kcal/mol
for these three structures, in close agreement with our
M06-2X/6-31?G(d) results of -7.45, -10.43 and
-8.97 kcal/mol for stacks with twist angles of 3°, 136° and
62°, respectively. Note that at the CBS limit, MP2 overestimates the stacking energy [21, 29]. However, the basis
set incompleteness error in MP2/6-311??G(d,p) likely
cancels the overestimation to some extent. Šponer et al.
[21] reported an extrapolated CCSD(T)/CBS interaction
energy of -8.5 kcal/mol for an A/A structure taken from
earlier work [17]. This is a non-optimised structure. With
twist angle around 120°, rise of 3.3 Å and 0° tilt, it is close
to the global minimum at stwist = 136°, for which an
interaction energy of -10.43 kcal/mol was calculated. As
the structure of Šponer et al. is not optimised, the interaction energy will not be optimal; a difference of 2 kcal/mol between the CCSD(T) and M06-2X interaction
energies therefore seems very plausible. We are not aware
of a CCSD(T) reference value for a fully optimised A/A
stack.
For 2AP/2AP only the symmetry-unique stationary
points are listed in Table 1b. The global minimum occurs
at stwist = 180° (DECP = 9.96 kcal/mol). This one has the
amino groups in the du orientation. Another minimum with
stwist = 180° and ud amino hydrogens is more than
1 kcal/mol less stable. Attempts to locate a minimum with
twist angle 180° and amino hydrogens in the uu (or dd)
position led to the minimum with stwist = 161° listed in
Table 1b. This is presumably an intermediate between the
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A/A
A/2AP

τtwist [deg.]
Fig. 5 Interaction energies as a function of stwist for the face-to-face
A/A, A/2AP and 2AP/2AP stacks. The amino groups are in the dd
configuration

180-ud and 180-du minima. Transition-state optimisations
with the 161°-minimum as the reactant and either the
180-du or 180-ud minima as the product structure in the
QST2 input led to transition states with twist angles of 169°
and 175°, respectively. Also for some other minima two
different arrangements of the amino hydrogens were found.
For example, for stwist = 61°/62°, there are two distinct
minima, one with ud and one with dd orientation. A transition state with pd (where p indicates an essentially planar
amino group) connects these two minima. Note that the
barrier for conversion between the two minima is very low
(*0.3 kcal/mol). A geometry optimisation with the amino
groups in the uu orientation converged to the ud minimum,
whereas a geometry optimisation starting from du converged to the dd minimum. Likewise, there are two minima
with stwist = 101°/102° and 130°/133°. Both pairs are
connected by a transition state with one planar amino
group. We have not extensively investigated all possible
amino group orientations for all minima and transition
states. Presumably some of the A/A minima may also exist
with differing amino group positions. Note, however, that
the barriers for interconversion between different amino
group orientations are small, as shown for the stwist = 61°/
62° and 130°/133° pairs, and it is expected that under
physiological conditions the different stacks can convert
freely into their corresponding forms. There likely exist
more minima and transition states than those listed in
Table 1b. It is clear that the 2AP/2AP potential energy
surface contains many minima, with mostly low barriers in
between.
A recent two-dimensional fluorescence spectroscopic
study on the aqueous-phase conformation of a dinucleotide
containing 2AP as its bases found that the average conformation contains nearly eclipsed bases (twist angle of 5°)
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Fig. 6 Face-to-face A/A
minima (a) and transition states
(b) optimised at the M06-2X/631?G(d) level of theory. Twist
angles and amino group
orientations are given in round
brackets. Relative energies
(DECP
0 ) are given in kcal/mol
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a

min(7° ud)/-7.94

min(100° du)/-6.97

min(161° ud)/-8.83

min(239° dd)/-7.51

min(243° ud)/-7.60

min(310° ud)/-6.89

ts(36° du)/-6.27

ts(114° du)/-6.97

ts(241° pd)/-7.88

b

ts(259° dd)/-5.64

[44]. This contrasts with the gas-phase results obtained
here, where the lowest energy structure has a twist angle of
180° and the stationary point closest to a twist angle of 0°
is a transition state (stwist = 27°). This is actually the stationary point with the smallest interaction energy (-6.50
kcal/mol). Geometry optimisation of a 2AP dinucleotide in
the gas phase yielded a twist angle of 63° (calculated in the
same way as in the current work) [45], which is very close
to our minimum at 62° (DECP = -9.24 kcal/mol). The
disagreement with Ref. [44] could in principle be due to the
aqueous environment in the fluorescence spectroscopy
study. However, from our earlier work on stacking of the
pyrimidines U, 5BrU and T [4, 5], face-to-back structures
with twist angles close to 0° tend to be transition states with
a relatively small interaction energy, and the inclusion of
water via the continuum solvation model did not change
this.

ts(332° ud)/-6.47

Also the face-to-back A/2AP potential energy surface
contains many minima (Table 1c). We located 16 stationary points (9 minima and 7 transition states), but assume
that there are more. The global minimum is at stwist = 298°
(with amino hydrogens in the dd position). A corresponding minimum (stwist = 298°) with ud amino hydrogens is
very close in energy and is separated from the dd minimum
by a very shallow barrier (0.02 kcal/mol). There is a
transition state (stwist = 352°; DECP = -6.47 kcal/mol)
near the 0°-maximum in the scan.
Face-to-face structures
The potential energy scans of the face-to-face A/A, A/2AP
and 2AP/2AP stacks (with the amino hydrogens in the dd
position) are shown in Fig. 5. In contrast to the face-toback profiles, the face-to-face potential energy curves do
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154
Fig. 7 Face-to-face 2AP/2AP
minima (a) and transition states
(b) optimised at the M06-2X/631?G(d) level of theory. Twist
angles and amino group
orientations are given in round
brackets. Relative energies
(DECP
0 ) are given in kcal/mol
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a

min(6° ud)/-8.65

min(9° pd)/-8.45

min(154° du)/-9.40

min(60° dd)/-8.63

min(258° ud)/-7.80

b

ts(8° pd)/-8.76

ts(45° dd)/-8.34

ts(240° du)/-5.81

not show a prominent maximum at stwist = 0°; only the
2AP/2AP face-to-face profile has a low maximum at 0°.
The profiles with du and ud (and uu for A/2AP) are shown
in supplementary material (Fig. S1). The 2AP/2AP profiles
differ most from one another, presumably due to the large
non-planarity of the amino groups. Like for the face-toback profiles, the upper base, 2AP, predominantly determines the shape of the face-to-face A/2AP profiles.
As for the face-to-back structures, geometry optimisations were started from the minima in the profiles, and
transition states were located using the QST2 and QST3
methods, whereas in some cases additional minima were
located by the ‘‘following the imaginary frequency’’
method. The optimised minima and transition states are
displayed in Figs. 6, 7 and 8. Cartesian coordinates of all
face-to-face minima and transition states are also provided
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ts(123° du)/-7.38

ts(310° ud)/-5.66

as electronic supplementary material (Table S2). Geometric and energetic characteristics are listed in Table 2.
Table 2a lists the located minima and transition states of
the face-to-face A/A stacked dimer. We found minima at
twist angles of 7°, 100°, 161°, 239°, 243° and 310°. These
roughly correspond to the troughs in the profile displayed
in Fig. 5, except for the minimum at 7°, where the profile
does not show a minimum, and the minima at 239° and
243°, where the profile shows a maximum. A transition
state with planar amino group for the lower base connects
these latter two minima. The lowest energy minimum
occurs at stwist = 161°. We did not locate a transition state
between the minima with twist angles of 161° and 243°.
In addition to the three face-to-back A/A stacks discussed above, Wang also located two face-to-face A/A
structures using MPW1K/cc-pVDZ [27]. These appear to
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Fig. 8 Face-to-face A/2AP
minima (a) and transition states
(b) optimised at the M06-2X/631?G(d) level of theory. Twist
angles and amino group
orientations are given in round
brackets. Relative energies
(DECP
0 ) are given in kcal/mol
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a

min (6°ud)/-8.70

min (13°ud)/-7.89

min (159°uu)/-8.17

min (17°dd)/-7.80

min (84° dd)/-8.43

min (169°uu)/-9.22

min (244°ud)/-7.12

ts (14°ud)/-6.50

ts (15° pd)/-8.07

ts (84°dd)/-6.80

ts (155°uu)/-7.80

ts (294°uu)/-4.74

ts (333° uu)/-5.97

min (328°uu)/-5.87

b

be similar to our face-to-face stack with twist angle 7°. The
MP2/6-311??G(d,p) single-point interaction energy of
one of Wang’s structures (-9.5 kcal/mol) is very close to
the M06-2X/6-31?G(d) interaction energy of our 7°structure (-9.45 kcal/mol). Wang did not locate a structure
similar to our 161°-minimum, which is the lowest-energy
face-to-face A/A stack we found. This confirms that
locating all A/A structures is not a simple task.
Table 2b lists the stationary points found for the face-toface 2AP/2AP system. Again, the minima roughly correspond to the troughs in the profile in Fig. 5. The minima at

6 and 9° occur at smaller twist angle than predicted by the
profile, and a transition state was found at 310° instead of
0/360°. The 6°- and 9°-minima mainly differ in the amino
group orientation (ud for the 6°-minimum and dd for the
9°-minimum). A transition state (stwist = 8°) with nearly
planar amino group in one of the 2AP bases connects these
two minima. We did not find a minimum around 350°, as
shown in the profile. The lowest-energy minimum occurs at
stwist = 154°.
Table 2c lists the stationary points for the face-to-face
A/2AP stacked dimer. The global minimum is a structure
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Table 2 Interaction energies (in kcal/mol) and structural parameters
(distances in Å; angles in degrees) of the face-to-face minima
stwist

DECP

DECP
0

Rise

Slide

Tilt

Aminoa

Imag.
Freq.b

a. The stacked A/A dimer
7

-9.45

-7.94

3.17

1.27

178

ud

0

36
100

-7.40
-8.43

-6.27
-6.97

3.21
3.22

1.08
0.11

177
177

du
du

1
0

114

-8.34

-6.97

3.22

0.28

178

du

1

161

-10.08

-8.83

3.18

0.76

177

ud

0

239

-8.87

-7.51

3.19

1.13

179

dd/uu

0

241

-8.85

-7.88

3.18

1.10

179

pd/up

1

243

-9.02

-7.60

3.18

1.07

179

ud

0

259

-6.72

-5.64

3.29

0.62

176

dd/uu

1

310

-8.30

-6.89

3.20

1.90

175

ud

0

332

-7.75

-6.47

3.26

1.78

177

ud

1

b. The stacked 2AP/2AP dimer
6

-9.69

-8.65

3.18

1.22

177

ud

0

8

-9.25

-8.76

3.18

1.25

178

pd/up

1

9

-9.41

-8.45

3.17

1.26

178

dd/uu

0

45

-9.33

-8.34

3.23

1.24

177

dd/uu

1

60
123

-9.76
-8.36

-8.63
-7.38

3.21
3.20

1.31
1.88

173
167

dd/uu
du

0
1
0

154

-10.69

-9.40

3.27

0.46

165

du

240

-5.40

-5.81

3.21

0.79

177

du

1

258

-8.67

-7.80

3.16

1.14

178

ud

0

310

-6.24

-5.66

3.17

2.19

179

ud

1

c. The stacked A/2AP dimer
6

-9.94

-8.70

3.16

1.25

179

ud

0

13

-8.97

-7.89

3.20

1.16

179

ud

0

14

-7.41

-6.50

3.28

0.85

179

ud

1

15

-8.83

-8.07

3.19

1.17

179

pd

1

17

-8.92

-7.80

3.19

1.17

178

dd

0

84

-7.84

-6.80

3.25

0.43

175

dd

1

84

-9.81

-8.43

3.10

1.93

160

dd

0

155

-8.87

-7.71

3.30

0.50

173

uu

1

159

-9.48

-8.17

3.23

1.22

174

uu

0

169
244

-10.42
-8.25

-9.22
-7.12

3.19
3.20

0.90
0.95

174
179

uu
ud

0
0

294

-5.90

-4.74

3.29

0.36

174

uu

1

328

-7.11

-5.87

3.14

2.05

178

uu

0

333

-7.08

-5.97

3.19

1.77

178

uu

1

a

Amino group orientation. d down; u up; p planar

b

Number of imaginary frequencies

with stwist = 169°. Several minima and transition states in
the stwist = 0°–30° range were found, some differing by
only 1° in the twist angle. The 14°-transition state was
obtained by a QST2 optimisation with the 6°- and 13°minima as reactant and product geometries, whereas the
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15°-transition state resulted from using the 13°- and 17°minima in the QST2 input. The minima at 13 and 17°
mainly differ in the direction the amino protons of the
lower base (A) are pointing (towards or away from the
upper base). The minima at 159 and 169° principally differ
in the direction of the slide.

Discussion and conclusions
The potential energy surfaces of face-to-back and face-toface A/A, 2AP/2AP and A/2AP stacks were explored at the
M06-2X/6-31?G(d) level of theory. We used the same
methodology as previously employed for stacks comprising
the pyrimidine bases U, 5BrU and T [4, 5], which involves
first creating rigid potential energy curves by rotating one
of the bases in the stack while keeping the other one fixed.
The minima in the curves were then used as starting
structures for geometry optimisations.
For all different base stacks, a number of different
minima were found. Some differ mainly in the orientation
of the amino hydrogens, which can be ‘‘up’’ or ‘‘down’’ for
each individual base in the stack. The rise is generally
3.1–3.2 Å, somewhat smaller than the average value of 3.4
Å in B-DNA [37]. The presence of the double-ring system
in the purines means that different minima may exist with
similar twist angle but different slides. For example, the
face-to-back A/2AP minima with twist angles 56° and 59°
differ mainly in the slide (note that our definition of slide
does not include direction). This indicates that our
methodology for locating minima by rotation of one base
(i.e. variation of just the twist angle) cannot be guaranteed
to find all minima. A more comprehensive search algorithm
would involve simultaneously scanning twist and slide
parameters (slide in several directions). In a number of
cases, additional minima were found by ‘‘following the
imaginary frequency’’ of a transition state (in both directions). Overall, the stacks including A and 2AP display
more complex potential energy surfaces containing more
minima, as compared to the pyrimidine stacks comprising
U, 5BrU and T studied previously [4, 5]. Minima and
transition states occur at different twist, slide and tilt values
for A/A, 2AP/2AP and A/2AP. Thus, the replacement of A
by 2AP changes the energy landscape of the stack.
Unlike in the isolated stacks presented in this work, in
the DNA duplex the bases cannot rotate freely, as they are
restricted by the sugar–phosphate backbone. In an idealised
DNA helix, the twist is 36°. However, it is known that
DNA is highly dynamic and that its structure can both bend
and twist [8]. The first right-handed DNA oligomer that
was resolved by single-crystal X-ray crystallography
showed sequence-dependent variations of the step parameters, including the twist angle, which varied from 32° to
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45° [46]. By analysis of a database consisting of 40 DNA
oligomers, El Hassan and Calladine showed that the twist
can vary from as little as 10° to as much as 60° [37]. The
slide (or shift) typically varies from -3 to ?3 Å, whereas
the tilt (or roll) can vary between -25° to ?25°. The A/A,
2AP/2AP and A/2AP face-to-back structures, which are
most relevant to double-helical DNA, all have a minimum
around stwist = 60°, at the border of what can be achieved
in DNA. In all cases, this is not the most stable minimum.
This shows that the stacking configuration in DNA is not
optimal in terms of pure base/base stacking. However, our
results also show that the potential energy surfaces of the
base stacks are rather flat, with barriers typically less than
3 kcal/mol. This indicates that, in terms of base/base
stacking, it would not cost much energy to rotate a base
from its optimal position in an isolated stack.
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